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Abstract

Despite decades of effort, a stubborn chasm exists between the theory and practice of device-level biometric
authentication. Deployed authentication algorithms rely on data that overtly leaks private information about
the biometric; thus systems rely on externalized security measures such as trusted execution environments. The
authentication algorithms have no cryptographic guarantees.

This is particularly frustrating given the long line of research that has developed theoretical tools—known as
fuzzy extractors—that enable secure, privacy preserving biometric authentication with public enrollment data
(Dodis et al., SIAM Journal of Computing 2008). Unfortunately, the best known constructions either:

1. Assume that bits of biometrics are i.i.d. (or that all correlation is captured in pairs of features (Hine et
al., TIFS 2023)), which is not true for the biometrics themselves or for features extracted using modern
learning techniques, or

2. Only provide substantial true accept rates with an estimated security of 32 bits for the iris (Simhadri et
al., ISC 2019) and 45 bits for the face (Zhang, Cui, and Yu, ePrint 2021/1559).

This work introduces FiveEyes, an iris key derivation system powered by technical advances in both 1) feature
extraction from the iris and 2) the fuzzy extractor used to secure authentication keys. FiveEyes’ feature extrac-
tor’s loss focuses on quality for key derivation. The fuzzy extractor builds on sample-then-lock (Canetti et al.,
Journal of Cryptology 2021). FiveEyes’ fuzzy extractor uses statistics of the produced features to sample non-
uniformly, which significantly improves the security vs. true accept rate (TAR) tradeoff. Irises used to evaluate
TAR and security are class disjoint from those used for training and collecting statistics.

We state assumptions sufficient for security. We present various parameter regimes to highlight different
TARs:

1. 65 bits of security (equivalent to 87 bits with a password) at 12% TAR, and

2. 50 bits of security (equivalent to 72 bits with a password) at 45% TAR.

Applying known TAR (Davida et al., IEEE S&P 1998) amplification techniques additively boosts TAR by 30%
for the above settings.

1 Introduction

Biometric authentication is widely adopted in practice. However, there is a longstanding, qualitative disconnect
between the desirable security guarantees offered—in principle—by theoretical approaches and deployed solutions.

Currently deployed biometric authentication algorithms require enrollment data that exposes private information
about the biometric. As biometrics are typically immutable, information leakage is a non-recoverable event and
there are established practical attacks in the event of an exposure [GRGB+12, FJR15, AF20, AMF22, TKAK23,
WGCJ22,LNWS23,ASW+24]. The common approach to mitigate this leakage threat is to place the authentication
algorithm in a trusted execution environment, which are difficult to design [PAB+18,KHF+20,LSG+18].
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The cryptography community has identified and studied the formal notion of a fuzzy extractor [DRS04,DORS08,
DKRS06, FMR13, CFP+16, ACEK17, ABC+18, WLH18, WL18, DFR21, ACF+22, BBR88, ŠTO05, HAD06],1 which
offers security guarantees even with public enrollment information; in particular, the biometric itself is protected
from exposure or leakage if the enrollment data used to authenticate the biometric is revealed.

State of Prior Work Since their introduction, fuzzy extractors have sufficed for concrete security if: 1) bits of
biometric W are i.i.d. [Mau93,MW96,MTV09,YD10,HMSS12,LC23], 2) good error-correcting codes exist, and 3)
the entropy “rate” of the biometric is greater than the error “rate.” Assume, for example, that |W | = n = 1024 and
one wishes to correct µ fraction of errors. Let ent be the min-entropy of W and err := n∗h2(µ) where h2 is binary
entropy.2 To correct a µ fraction of errors, one must write down err bits about the biometric. The code-offset or
syndrome constructions [DORS08] matches this bound if a perfect code exists for the particular n, µ. The quantity

FEQual := ent− err

then measures how many bits of security [CFP+16, Proposition 1] these constructions provide via a conditional
entropy argument.

For the iris, using a state of the art feature extractor [AF19], µ ≈ .19. If one assumes W is i.i.d. then ent = 1024
and FEQual(W ) = 1024 − 718 = 306. However, when one uses optimistic, heuristic statistical tests to estimate the
entropy of W , the entropy is < 250 and FEQual is negative, see Table 1. Indeed, all existing statistical analysis
of biometrics shows that bits of W are not i.i.d. [Dau04a]. To overcome this correlation, a natural goal
is to design feature extractors that produce independent features. Hine et al. [HKMC23] take an important step,
designing a variant of principal/independent component analysis to create independent features while controlling
how much noise is in the new features. Such principal component analysis based algorithms can remove pairwise
correlation between features. Unfortunately, the correlation between features is higher dimensional, showing up on
larger sets of features [SSF19, Figure 2]. Given the persistent difficulty in producing an i.i.d. biometric, we focus
on concrete security in the presence of correlated features.

This work introduces FiveEyes, an integrated iris feature extractor and fuzzy extractor. FiveEyes improves state
of the art in concrete security for the iris by approximately 18 bits for comparable true accept rate (TAR) [SSF19].
We estimate,

1. 65 bits of security, 87 bits with a password,3 at 12% TAR,

2. 50 bits of security, 72 bits with a password, at 45% TAR.

While this makes significant progress, more work is needed to boost TAR to levels appropriate for device authenti-
cation, see Section 2.3.

Typical discussions of cryptographic guarantees provided by biometric authentication algorithm focus on the
resulting number of “bits of security,” intuitively reflecting the maximum number of bits of security in a secret key
unlocked by a correct biometric input. One attack reflected by such security measures is straightforward brute-force
enumeration of relevant biometrics. Thus, security provides some level of privacy of the biometric (roughly: the
unpredictability of the biometric is at least the security of the key). FiveEyes provides stronger properties: no
information is leaked about the enrolled biometric unless a successful attack is launched on the underlying key.
This is called a private fuzzy extractor [DS05]. For this reason, the number of bits of security is a single metric that
simultaneously reflects both the security and privacy properties of the construction.

Organization Section 2 provides an overview, Section 3 introduces mathematical preliminaries, Section 4 de-
scribes the datasets, Section 5 introduces our new feature extractor, Section 6 describes the fuzzy extractor, Section 7
describes the major technical change to our fuzzy extractor, Section 8 evaluates, and Section 9 concludes.

1We do not review literature on interactive protocols [BDK+05, DKRS06, BG11, EHKM11, DKK+12, BCP13, BDCG13, DCH+16,
DHP+18].

2Binary entropy of a binary random variable with probability µ of being 1.
3Recent estimates of password entropy are 22 bits [KSK+11,Bon12,WZW+16].
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Figure 1: Overall System Architecture

2 System Overview

FiveEyes is a combination of a feature extractor built from a convolutional neural network (CNN) and a fuzzy
extractor built from the sample-then-lock fuzzy extractor [CFP+16]. FiveEyes contains technical contributions
in both components. The overall system is shown in Figure 1. We briefly review the sample-then-lock fuzzy
extractor [CFP+21], which is the core of our fuzzy extractor, to give context for discussing our contributions.

For n = 1024, let W ∈ {0, 1}n be the probability distribution of the iris after applying a feature extractor. The
sample-then-lock construction in enrollment samples uniform subsets I1, ..., Iβ of [0, n − 1]. One uses w restricted
to those bits as the input value to a digital locker [CD08]. A digital locker is a symmetric encryption that is secure
when one creates ciphertexts with correlated keys that only have entropy [CKVW10].4 The system sets β different
subsets as input to the digital locker with the same key as output.

The intuition for the construction is simple, 1) take as large subsets as possible so that each is hard to guess
and 2) make β large enough so that two readings of the same biometric are likely to match exactly when restricted
to the bits in some Ij . Entropy of subsets is the relevant security metric (see Section 2.2). In all of our
measurements, the entropy of each subset is smaller than its size, often by at least 30%, see Table 6.

On the iris using the ND-0405 dataset [BF16] (which we also use), Simhadri, Steel, and Fuller [SSF19] showed
for (small modifications to) an open-source feature extractor [ODGS16], sample-then-lock claims 32 bits of security
with a 60% TAR using β = 106. The ND-0405 dataset is a superset of the NIST Iris Evaluation Challenge [PBF+08].

Moving to our approach, a fuzzy extractor [Ful24] is a triple of algorithms (Setup, Gen, Rep). The Setup algorithm
tailors the fuzzy extractor to the biometric of interest. It gives advice to Gen and Rep denoted as statsW . There
are two goals:

1. Correctness For repeated readings from the same biometric, w,w′, it should be the case that for (key, p)←
Gen(w, statsW ),

Pr[key = Rep(w′, p, statsW )] ≥ desired TAR.

2. Security The value key|p is pseudorandom.

4The formal definition is based on virtual black-box obfuscation [BGI+01], see Def. 3.
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Our technical contributions are twofold: 1) an improved feature extractor and 2) global non-uniform selection
of subsets that are used by all users (along with new security analysis).

Feature Extractor A CNN is trained to produce 1024 bit vectors, where readings of the same biometric are
close according to the Hamming metric. We introduce loss functions for the goal of cryptographic key derivation
that are discussed in the next subsection.

Fuzzy Extractor with non-uniform subsets We modify the sampling algorithm of sample-then-lock to choose
subsets non-uniformly. Consider a single feature index i and let

psame,i := Pr[wi 6= w′i|w,w′ readings same biometric]

pdiff,i := Pr[wi 6= w′i|w,w′ readings different biometrics]

These two values represent the probability of disagreement between two readings of the same biometric and readings
of different biometrics respectively. During Setup we also compute these vectors and use these vectors to select
subsets trading off between the unpredictability of a subset and how likely it is to match.

As we discuss in Section 4, we consider three class-disjoint datasets in this work, one for training the feature
extractor, one for computing statsW , and one for evaluating correctness and security of the fuzzy extractor. An
important part of our evaluation is showing that subsets selected in this way also display good entropy and TAR
on biometrics not in the statsW dataset.

The output of Setup is a trained CNN and subsets used for the sample-then-lock fuzzy extractor. Generate
and reproduce are then straightforward using this improved CNN and subsets. We discuss the two technical
improvements next.

2.1 Feature Extractor

Usually feature extractors transform iris images into feature vectors in {0, 1}n. Their goal is to maximize the tradeoff
between TAR and the false accept rate (FAR). Our feature extractor uses the architecture and training regime of
ThirdEye [AF19] with new loss functions. Let the mean fractional Hamming distance between two readings of
the same iris be µ and the feature extractor yields features with an estimated entropy of e (the entropy test is in
Section 4.2). The goal of our feature extractor is to maximize the entropy that will be remaining after applying
the fuzzy extractor. This is a complicated quantity to compute; it involves the particular fuzzy extractor. In
our setting, one needs to analyze the entropy of individual subsets which is computationally expensive. We adopt
FEQual := ent−err as our figure of merit. This quantity is negative for all analyzed feature extractors, but FEQual is
a single quantity to compare feature extractors meaningfully. Our feature extractor represents a large improvement
over prior work in this measure, see Table 1.

Our loss functions consider the error rates for like and unlike comparison but also the variance of errors in
unlike comparisons. These are the four primary statistics that impact TAR and the estimated entropy of (subsets
of) features (the entropy test, EntTest is described in Section 4.2). Our loss function is a combination of L2 hard
triplets (from ThirdEye [AF19]) and inner product to approximate angular distance (from SphereFace [LWY+17]).

2.2 Fuzzy Extractor

Sample-then-lock selects uniform subsets Ii. Such uniform subsets treat all features as equally good. If one picking
the subset mostly likely to unlock the digital locker, one would pick the features with the lowest values of psame,i.
(For the moment, assume psame,i are independent.) However, such an approach doesn’t do well when taking many
subsets as it gets stuck with the subset most likely to not have errors. For meaningful security, subsets are of size
≥ 50; each subset has a small probability of being correct of ≈ 10−5. On the other hand, the uniform approach
does very well with a large number of subsets as they are all equally likely. We introduce a new approach called
ζ-sampling that moderates between these extremes. For a parameter ζ ∈ R+ instead of picking bits uniformly a bit
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i is picked with probability proportional to (1− psame,i)ζ , that is,

Prob select dimension i =
(1− psame,i)ζ∑
i(1− psame,i)ζ

.

The idea of this approach is that ζ allows one to choose how diverse to make subsets. ζ = 0 represents uniform
sampling while ζ = ∞ only picks the bit(s) with the lowest error. We show—both empirically and analytically—
that this approach outperforms uniform sampling. The sampling scheme we implement in Setup is slightly more
complicated, adopting the weighting (1 − psame,i)ζ/h2(pdiff,i) where h2 is binary entropy. This weighting is used to
incorporate the security accrued by each bit.

Stronger security measure In addition, we use a stronger security metric than prior work. Our security
estimate is the minimum of the entropies of subsets. We choose subsets globally and compute the minimum
of entropy across all subsets. These subsets can be used for any user.

Provably accurate entropy estimation [VV10, VV11] requires an exponentially large number of samples in the
actual entropy of the distribution. There are established techniques for estimating the min-entropy of biomet-
rics [Dau04a] (detailed in Section 4.2). Let EntTest be an entropy test for biometric values for a dataset DSet. That
is, e = EntTest(DSet). One advantage of sample-then-lock is that it allows one to use any such test. Simhadri et
al.’s 32 bit estimate was based on the following experiment:

1. Compute some β subsets I1, ..., Iβ .

2. Compute ei = EntTest(DSetIi). DSetIi is the restriction of the dataset to the features described in Ii.

3. Output ẽ := − log
∑
i 2−ei (average min-entropy of subsets).

Simhadri et al. only computed the average min-entropy [DORS08] across 10 subsets, we compute the minimum
of min-entropy across all used subsets. For one set of subsets (used to form our high entropy parameters) the
minimum of min-entropy is 52 and average min-entropy is 66 (see Table 5). We show that Simhadri et al.’s metric
is incorrect due to an incorrect proof in the sample-then-lock work [CFP+21, Theorem 1]. Zhu et al. [ZSC+22]
present an attack on Simhadri et al.’s system that targets the lowest entropy subset (and hill climbs based on
learned information).5 We provide a corrected proof is this work, showing that given an ideal digital locker the
correct figure of merit is the minimum of the ei. This is used throughout our analysis.

2.3 Summary of Evaluation

We use β = 200, 000 subsets for the mid-security and β = 400, 000 subsets for the high-security. Simhadri et
al. [SSF19] used β = 106. We perform extensive analysis on our chosen subsets and show the chosen subsets can
be global for all users of the fuzzy extractor. This also removes most of the randomness and running time from
Gen as one only needs to pick a random key and sample digital lockers. In prior analysis [SSF19], sampling random
subsets represented the majority of the time of Gen. Our feature extractor, resulting statistics, chosen subsets, and
code are open-sourced [ADF24]. (The ND-0405 dataset is licensed and is not included in our repository.)

We modify the Gen and Rep of Simhadri et al. [SSF19] to work with our sampling. Simhadri et al. [SSF19]
reported a Gen time of 220s and a Rep time of 22s with a parallel implementation on a server machine with 4 Xeon
E5-2620 v4 processors. Our modification of their implementation for the Mid security parameters (200K lockers in
place of 106), Gen takes 44s (with a variance in 0.45s) and Rep takes 8.6s (with a variance of 23s) on a single core of
an M1 Mac.6 Rep has a higher variance as it stops as soon as one locker “opens.” This is roughly 10K lockers tested
per second per core. Building this system in a lower-level language will likely yield a 1 or 2 order of magnitude
improvement.7

5Zhu et al. also propose a modification of sample-then-lock that selects subsets differently for each iris, yielding much larger subsets.
However, they do not consider an adversary that analyzes the selected subsets to learn about the individual’s iris.

6This data is collected from the first 40 classes with using the first template for Gen and running up to ten Rep for each biometric
in the testing set.

7The main work in the construction is HMAC-SHA-512 [BCK96]. Bernstein estimates hashing a 64 byte message using SHA512
requires ≈ 800 cycles on a modern AMD processor https://bench.cr.yp.to/results-hash.html. If HMAC only consisted of two calls
to SHA512 this would correspond to a speed of 106 lockers tested per second.
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Boosting TAR The biometrics community has techniques for boosting the accuracy of recognition in practice.
For example, a common practice is to take three readings of an iris and for each bit i report the value that occurred
in the majority of readings [DFM98, ZD08, ICF+15]. One can do averaging at enrollment and/or authentication
time. The majority of our evaluation does not perform such averaging to be consistent with prior work. However,
such techniques are powerful. For the first row of mid and high Security parameters in Table 6, averaging at
authentication time boosts TAR from 51% to 81% and from 14% to 41% respectively. Such a change has no impact
on security. These techniques motivate our focus on meaningful security with nonzero TAR, it seems harder to
“boost” security than TAR.

2.4 Further Related Work

Constructions in the i.i.d. setting are discussed in the Introduction. A weaker condition than i.i.d. was introduced
by Canetti et al. [CFP+21]: an average subset of bits of W has min-entropy.8 The sample-then-lock construc-
tion [CFP+21] works for such biometric sources.

Throughout, we focus on computational security due to additional negative results on providing information-
theoretic security [FRS16, FP19, FRS20, Ful24]. Fuzzy min-entropy is the necessary for security of a fuzzy extrac-
tor [FRS16, FRS20]. Fuzzy min-entropy requires that for all points w∗, the total probability of all w ∈ W that
would reproduce the key on w∗ is negligible. The only theoretical constructions with security for all distributions
with fuzzy min-entropy [FRS16,FRS20] are based on: 1) on a new subset product assumption [GZ19], 2) on general-
purpose obfuscation techniques [BCKP14,BCKP17,PST13,GGH+13b,GGH13a,CHL+15,MSZ16,GPSZ17,MZ17],
and 3) information theoretic techniques requiring exponential time [HR05, FRS16, WCD+17]. The subset product
assumption is directly the security of the proposed construction.

3 Cryptographic Preliminaries

We use capital letters for random variables. For a set of indices J , XJ is the restriction of X to the indices in J .
For integers a, b, xa..b denotes the restriction of vector x to the bits between a and b. Un denotes the uniformly
distributed random variable on {0, 1}n. Logarithms are base 2. A function ν(λ) is negligible if in the limit it shrinks
faster than every inverse polynomial function poly(λ). The binary entropy function is denoted h2 and is computed
as h2(p) = −p log(p) − (1 − p) log(1 − p) The min-entropy of X is H∞(X) = − log(maxx Pr[X = x]). We use the
notion of average min-entropy to measure the conditional entropy of a random variable.

Definition 1. The average min-entropy of X given Y is

H̃∞(X|Y ) = − log

(
E
y∈Y

max
x

Pr[X = x|Y = y]

)
.

We write the computational distance between X and Y as ∆c(X,Y ) = maxPPT D |E[D(X)]− E[D(Y )]|. For
x, y ∈ {0, 1}n, let dis(x, y) = |{i|xi 6= yi}| be the Hamming distance between x and y.

We use the version of fuzzy extractors that provides security against computationally bounded adversaries [FMR13].
In addition, we include a setup algorithm that is used globally (called advice by Fuller [Ful24, Definition 8]). Dodis
et al. provide a comparable definition for information-theoretic fuzzy extractors [DORS08].

Definition 2. Let W,W ′ be a families of correlated random variables over metric space ({0, 1}n, dis). For each
W,W ′ ∈ W,W ′ let statsW = f(W,W ′) be a function of W,W ′ of size at most poly(n). A triple of randomized
procedures “setup” (Setup), “generate,” (Gen) and “reproduce” (Rep) is an (M,W,W ′, κ)-computational fuzzy
extractor with error δ if Setup, Gen and Rep satisfy the following properties:
Correctness: For random variables (W,W ′) ∈ W,W ′, let adviseW ← Setup(statsW ) and (w,w′) ← (W,W ′),
(key, p)← Gen(w, adviseW ),

Pr[Rep(w′, p) = key] ≥ 1− δ.
8See Demarest et al. [DFR21, Figure 1] for an overview of known constructions and corresponding statistical requirements.
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Security: For random variables (W,W ′) ∈ W,W ′, let adviseW ← Setup(statsW ) and (R,P )← Gen(W, statsW )
then

∆c((R,P, adviseW ), (Uκ, P, adviseW )) ≤ ngl(n).

Remarks The adversary is defined after the choice of W,W ′ and implicitly knows the value of statsW . The
adversary receives adviseW to allow for randomized Setup (which we use). We do not explicitly tackle the notion
of reusable [Boy04] or robust fuzzy extractors [DKRS06] in this work. Reusable fuzzy extractors allow one to enroll
noisy readings of a biometric multiple times. Sample-then-lock is reusable and the use of a global Setup does not
change this as long as one uses a sufficiently composable digital locker. Upgrades to robust fuzzy extractors are
known in multiple cryptographic models [Boy04,ACF+22,CHRF24].

4 Datasets and Metrics

4.1 Dataset and Feature Extractor Training

Throughout, we use the ND-0405 iris dataset [BF16] which is a superset of the NIST iris evaluation challenge [PBF+08].
This dataset consists of 356 individuals with images of both eyes representing 712 biometrics. Left and right eyes
are considered independent biometrics [Dau04b]. ND-0405 is captured at a near-infrared wavelength. The dataset
consists of 64980 images. We use the same training regime as in ThirdEye [AF19]. However, we split their testing
set into two sets, one used for producing statsW and one for testing.

Training For training, we used the first 25 images of the left irises from all individuals.

statsW 70 of the 356 right eyes are reserved to compute statsW . This represents 20% of both classes and images
that were not used for training.

Testing The remaining 286 right eyes are used for computing test data.

Training, calculation of statsW , and testing are all class disjoint. For histograms shown in Figure 2, 10
randomly chosen images were taken from the union of statsW and testing (all images were used if an iris has
fewer than 10 images). Tables and figures only use testing data unless otherwise stated. Images are segmented
(iris portion separated from background) before input to the feature extractors. Segmentation is performed using
Ahmad and Fuller [AF18] which is trained using human-labeled ground truth [Pro09]. Images have a resolution of
640× 480 while segmented images have a resolution of 256× 256.

4.2 Metrics

Entropy Test Throughout this work, we use the standard method of Daugman [Dau04a] for estimating the
entropy of biometric feature extractors. This method is as follows EntTest(DSet):

1. Compute a histogram of all distances (fractional Hamming between the binary vectors) between readings of
different biometrics (the red histogram in Figure 2).

2. Find the mean µ and standard deviation σ of this histogram.

3. Compute the degrees of freedom dF = µ(1− µ)/σ.

4. Entropy is e = −(µ ∗ log(µ)− (1− µ) ∗ log(1− µ)) ∗ dF.

This leads us to our first assumption which along with Assumption 2 suffices for the security of the scheme.

Assumption 1. For a dataset DSet the test EntTest accurately measures the min-entropy of the distribution of
biometrics from which DSet is drawn.

As stated in the Introduction, one can execute the EntTest described above on a subset of features of the
biometric (representing sampling). One can also execute EntTest on a subset of biometrics, in some of our tests we
sample a subset of biometrics to improve efficiency. EntTest requires quadratic time in the size of DSet.
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Computing TAR All assessments of TAR take as input a collection of subsets I1, ..., Iβ . For input DSet, let
DSeti represent all readings of a single biometric. We compute the following:

1. Set TARnum = 0, TARdenom = 0.

2. Randomly sample 200 classes of DSet. For each class:

(a) Pick the first biometric (lexicographically according to file names) as w∗. Compute w∗I1 , ..., w
∗
Iβ .

(b) Let w1, ..., wγ be the remainder of readings for the biometric w∗.

(c) Set TARdenom = TARdenom + γ.

(d) For j = 1 to γ: if there exists some i such that wj,Ii = w∗Ii , then TARnum = TARnum + 1.

3. Output TAR = TARnum/TARdenom.

Notes The number of biometrics per class can vary from at little as 4 to as many as 191. This means that TAR is
weighted by the number of samples for a biometric. The median class (among the 286) has 73 images. This means
our overall computation of TAR is slightly weighted towards classes with more readings. The above computation
also ignores the possibility of digital locker unlocking for multiple values. This would require a collision is HMAC-
SHA256. Removing the cryptographic component allows for substantially faster computation across parameters.
The timing for the cryptographic implementation is presented in the Introduction. There was no meaningful
deviation in TAR when using the cryptographic implementation.

5 The Feature Extractor

We now describe the feature extractor used in this work building on a feature extractor called ThirdEye [AF19].
Our changes are designed to provide better features for the sample-then-lock fuzzy extractor.

ThirdEye [AF19] is built from the ImageNet CNN. ThirdEye has two rounds of training and starts from a pre-
trained model. The high-level approach begins with the ImageNet pre-trained model using a ResNet-50 architecture.

In the first stage of training, the final output layer uses a softmax to classify the input iris according to its class
in the dataset. We call this stage Cross-Entropy as it is designed to minimize the entropy of the confusion matrix,
outputting a maximally accurate model for the training set. ThirdEye then replaces the classification component of
the network with a new set of layers with random initial values that serve to change the output to a feature vector
with 1024 bits.

The second stage of training trains the last 20 layers of the model (including the ending weights of the classifica-
tion network). For this second stage, the network is presented with triples of inputs. The network output features
on these triplets are used to compute the loss function.9 That is, a triple is created for each class, where one sample
is declared as an anchor, denoted xa and another from the same class is chosen because it has high distance from
the anchor sample, denoted xp (for positive). Another sample (from another class) is chosen from the batch from a
different class that minimizes the distance between xa and this sample, this sample is called xn (for negative). The
Triplet loss function is calculated as:

TL :=
∑
i

TLi =
∑
i

(m+ L2(xa,i, xp,i)− L2(xa,i, xn,i)) (1)

In the above, m is a hyper-parameter indicating the desired gap between the distances of the same class and different
classes, known as margin and L2 is the Euclidean distance. A triplet is considered hard when m+ L2(xa,i, xp,i) ≥
L2(xa,i, xn,i) making the overall loss positive. This system takes the soft-margin of the above loss, described by
Hermans et al. [HBL17]. After this transform an explicit definition of m is not required. The triplet loss function
is calculated and back-propagated to the last 20 layers of the network.

Instead of optimizing the L2 distance, Liu et al. [LWY+17] consider the cosine between samples of the same
and different classes. Their loss function is minimized when all templates from different classes have an angle of

9To make this stage of training more efficient, the training dataset is batched and the hardest triples are computed. These are triples
with the highest current loss.
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90◦ resulting in a cosine of 0 and all templates from the same class have an angle between them of 0◦ resulting in a
cosine of 1. In each iteration of training, features are normalized so cosine can be computed using an inner product.
A softmax is computed over the angular margin between templates of the same and different classes [LWY+17,
Equation 7].

Awareness of discrete transform We note that ThirdEye and many prior feature extractors convert each
real-valued feature to a bit by recording a 1 if the feature ≥ 0 and recording a 0 if the feature is negative. Typically,
and is the case with ThirdEye, this results in the mean of the unlike (interclass) fractional Hamming distance being
centered around 0.5. This can be seen in Figure 2b. An recent example of designing a feature extractor that is
“crypto-aware” is that of Tarjela et al. [TVN20]: L(xi) = −1/D

∑N
i=1 ‖xi‖

2
where xi is the feature vector activated

by the Tanh activation which has an output space of [−1, 1]. This forces the network to push each individual
feature in the feature vector to either -1 or 1 providing better binary feature vectors. We tested adding this loss in;
it universally resulted in worse performance and we do not report on results.

We trained the ThirdEye architecture using just the Cross-Entropy loss and fine tuned it using L2 triplets
and the angular margin. Histograms are shown in Figure 2a, 2b, and 2c. For histograms, all left eye images were
used for training while 10 randomly chosen images were taken from the union of statsW and the Test dataset.
Our summary statistics of like µ, estimated entropy and FEQual are shown in Table 1. Both L2 triplets and angular
margin are effective at (in comparison to just training with cross-entropy) reducing the overlap between the Like and
Unlike Histograms and reducing the variance of the Like Histogram. Together this means one can set an acceptance
distance t with a better TAR/FAR tradeoff. This is beneficial for a fuzzy extractor as one has to set a correction
distance t and this distance must be smaller than the lowest observed Unlike comparison to yield any security.

In addition, angular margin substantially increases the estimated entropy of the features. This is visible in
decreased variance in the Unlike distribution in Figure 2c. However, this increase comes at a cost, the like µ error
rate increases from .19 for cross-entropy to .24.

5.1 Our design

Our design uses the ThirdEye architecture. Our design combines the ideas of L2 margin maximization from triplet
loss with angle minimization from the angular margin. FiveEyes retains the cross-entropy loss for the first stage
of training. In the second stage of training, when 20 randomly initialized layers are added, we compute a modified
triplet loss that includes the inner product between the anchor and negative examples:

TLFinal =
∑
i

( m
+c1∗L2(xa,i,xp,i)
−L2(xa,i,xn,i)

+c2|µIP |

)
.

In the above m represents the margin as before and is set to .8. c1 represents additional weighting on positive
examples and is set to 1.1. c2 represents the weighting between the L2 loss and the inner product and is set to 2.

Here µIP represents the average inner product between all pairs of points of different irises. Unlike the angular
margin we do not normalize feature vectors. The idea behind the approach is that angular margin forced the mean of
comparisons between templates of different classes to be centered at .5 since vectors were normalized and minimized
the cosine. With the new loss definition, TLFinal can be reduced by either reducing the gap between distances or
decreasing the mean inner-product. The inner-product can be reduced by either: 1) increasing the angle between
the vectors, or 2) decreasing their norm. Decreasing the µIP by just reducing norm is likely to decrease the L2 gap
so these two objectives are competing. Using the hyperparameters to vary between the triplet and inner-product
losses we can move the mean of unlike comparisons away from .5 but decrease the variance, yielding a larger overall
entropy estimate. This is shown in Table 1 where FiveEyes has the largest estimated entropy and largest FEQual.
The histogram in Figure 2d has a similar unlike variance to angular margin (Figure 2c) but with a smaller like µ.

Looking ahead to Section 8, the FiveEyes feature extractor with uniform sampling with β = 250k subsets of size
60 yields a TAR of 42% at roughly 43 bits of security. This is only the minimum of 10 min-entropies, so should not
be considered a final security estimate, see Section 8.2. The feature extractor alone yields a roughly 10 bit security
increase over Simhadri et al. [SSF19] using a quarter of the subsets. We defer discussion of additional results until
after introducing ζ-sampling and what statsW are computed.
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Feature Extractor Like µ Est. Entropy FEQual
Cross entropy .19 56 -662
L2 hard triplets .21 66 -693
Angular Margin .24 132 -682
FiveEyes .20 185 -627

Table 1: Illustration of Improvement between Error Rate and Estimated Entropy. As a reminder the value of
FEQual := Ent − n ∗ h2(µ) is a lower bound on fuzzy min-entropy (for the mean error rate). This indicates how
close the source is to extractable using standard coding-theoretic fuzzy extractors without relying on additional
structure [FRS20].

Input Augmentations The pipeline is further optimized by augmenting at train time. The train time augmen-
tations include random use of image sharpening, rotations of 30◦,−30◦ and a flip along the horizontal axis.

5.2 Resulting features and statsW

The feature extractor generates the feature vectors of length 1024. Our statsW consists of 2048 real values from
[0, 1]. From here on we use w to refer to the output of the feature extractor. For each feature i we compute:

psame,i := Pr[wi 6= w′i|w,w′ readings same biometric]

pdiff,i := Pr[wi 6= w′i|w,w′ readings different biometrics]

These probabilities are computed across the statsW dataset. There were also 4 positions in the 1024 length vector
where the feature is a constant 0 for the entire set of statsW . These positions are excluded from our subset selection
algorithms and the uniform subset selection that we use as a comparison point representing prior work. The mean
of the blue distribution in Figure 2d is Ei psame,i while the mean of the red distribution is Ei pdiff,i. We show the
histogram of psame,i and pdiff,i in Figure 3a. Figure 3b shows a histogram of psame,i − pdiff,i. Based on these two
histograms we make a few observations.

Features provide very different quality in terms of the gap psame,i − pdiff,i. Many prior works have selected
features of Gabor transform based feature extractors [HBF08,RUW11,ZLN12]. It appears such techniques are still
necessary for modern deep-learning architectures. Simhadri et al. [SSF19, Table 3] showed that the correctness
of sample-then-lock begins to degrade when one restricts to fewer than 1024 bits. Thus, we do not exclude any
features aside from the 4 constant features.

Computation of statsW on data that is not used for testing is crucial. We computed the same histograms for
the training data, histograms are shown in Figure 3c and 3d.. Almost all of the features had a gap greater than 0.4
on training data: the network was able to achieve a psame,i ≤ .1 for almost all features and pdiff,i ≈ .5 for almost
all features. These error rates did not indicate any variation in quality of features and also did not predict error
rates seen on the unseen irises.

6 The Fuzzy Extractor

The high-level idea of sample-then-lock [CFP+16] is to encrypt the same key multiple times using different subsets
of w. We generate subsets globally in the Setup algorithm and our method of sampling subsets is our main technical
contribution on fuzzy extractors. Sample-then-lock uses digital lockers [CD08].

We first present the standard asymptotic definition of digital lockers and then discuss our assumptions of
the meaning for concrete security. Digital lockers are computationally secure symmetric encryption schemes that
retain security when the key comes from a distribution with some (unspecified) amount of entropy as long as that
entropy is super logarithmic in the security parameter that bounds the running time of the adversary [CKVW10].
Notationally, it is an obfuscation of the function Ival,key(val

′) = key if and only if val′ = val. Notationally, we say
that unlockval,key ← lock(val, key). It should be the case that unlockval,key is functionally equivalent to Ival,key.

Definition 3. The algorithm lock with security parameter λ is an β-composable digital locker with error γ if the
following hold:
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(a) Cross entropy loss. (b) L2 batch hard triplets.

(c) Angular Margin. (d) FiveEyes.

Figure 2: Distance comparisons for loss functions used in developing FiveEyes. Comparisons between readings of
the same biometric are in blue. Comparisons between readings of different biometrics are in red. The x-axis differs.
This figure combines data from statsW and testing.

Correctness For any triple key, val, val′ 6= val,

Pr[unlock(val) = key|unlock← lock(val, key)] ≥ 1− γ,
Pr[unlock(val′) =⊥ |unlock← lock(val, key)] ≥ 1− γ.

Security For each PPT A, positive polynomial p, there exists a (possibly inefficient) simulator S and a polynomial
q(λ) such that for any sufficiently large s, any polynomially-long sequence of values (vali, keyi) for i = 1, . . . , β, and
any auxiliary input z ∈ {0, 1}∗,∣∣∣Pr

[
A
(
z, {lock (vali, keyi)}

β
i=1

)
= 1
]

−Pr
[
S{Ivali,keyi (·)}

β
i=1

(
z, {|vali|, |keyi|}

β
i=1

)
= 1
] ∣∣∣ ≤ 1

p(s)
.

The above definition is virtual grey-box obfuscation (because the simulator is allowed to run in unbounded
time). It implies distributional indistinguishability which says that all distributions with H∞(val) ≥ ω(log λ) are
indistinguishable. The definitions are equivalent if there are a constant number of digital lockers or the same val is
used [Can97,BC10,Var10,FF20,ACF+22]

Unfortunately, the security definition of digital lockers is “inherently” asymptotic. A different simulator is
allowed for each distance bound p(s) making it difficult to argue what quality key is provided with respect to a
particular adversary.
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(a) Histogram of psame,i and pdiff,i across i computed
from statsW .

(b) Value of psame,i − pdiff,i across i computed from
statsW .

(c) Histogram of psame,i and pdiff,i across i. (d) Value of psame,i − pdiff,i across i.

Figure 3: Different features have different error rates of psame,i and pdiff,i and different gaps between these values.
Figures 3a and 3b consider data computed from statsW while Figures 3c and 3d use data computed from the
training data, the feature extractor optimizes all output features nearly equally on the training set. This does not
indicate the psame,i, pdiff,i on future data.

Let HMAC be HMAC-SHA256. Our construction assumes that HMAC can be used to construct digital lockers.
The “locking” algorithm outputs the pair nonce, HMAC(nonce, w) ⊕ (0128||Key), where nonce is a nonce, || denotes
concatenation, 0128 is the all zeros string of length 128. Unlocking proceeds by recomputing the hash and checking
for a prefix of 0128. If this prefix is found then the suffix Key′ is output.

Digital lockers can be constructed from variants of the Diffie-Hellman assumption [CD08,Zha19] and Learning
with Errors [WZ17, GKW17]. The HMAC construction used in this work construction was shown to be secure
in the random oracle model [BR93] by Lynn, Prabhakaran, and Sahai [LPS04, Section 4]. It is plausible that
in the standard model (without random oracles) hash functions provide the necessary security [CD08, Section
3.2], [Dak09, Section 8.2.3].

6.1 Sample-then-lock Overview

We let β denote the number of subsets and assume that I1, ..., Iβ is provided as input to Gen and Rep as adviseW .
Pseudocode for Gen and Rep is in Figure 4.

The parameters k (size of each subset) and β (number of subsets) represent a tradeoff between correctness and
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Gen(w, statsW = I1, ..., Iβ):
1. Sample random 128 bit Key.

2. For i = 1, ..., β:

(i) Choose 512 bit hash key hi.

(ii) Set ci = HMAC(hi, wIi).

(iii) Set pi = (0128||Key)⊕ ci.

3. Output (Key, pi, hi).

Rep(w′, p1, ..., pβ, h1, ..., hβ, statsW = I1, ..., Iβ):
1. For i = 1, ..., β:

(i) Set ci = HMAC(hi, w
′
Ii).

(ii) If (ci ⊕ pi)1..128 = 0128 then
output (ci ⊕ pi)129..256.

2. Output ⊥.

Figure 4: Adaption of sample-then-lock to use global subsets from adviseW = I1, ..., Iβ .

security. Canetti et al. [CFP+16, Section 4] note that rather than using independent subsets they could be selected
using a sampler [Gol11]. Simhadri et al. [SSF19] noted that each subset on its own needs to be random. For a
particular output of Setup define the minimum of the subset min-entropies:

ν :=

(
min

1≤i≤β
{H∞(WIi |Setup(statsW ) = I1, ..., Iβ}

)
We assume that the security level provided is the minimum of the min-entropies used as input. We state this
formally below:

Assumption 2. Let Val1, ...,Valβ , Z be sampled from (correlated) distributions and let Uκ, U
′
κ be uniformly chosen.

Let

ν :=

(
min

1≤i≤β
{H∞(Vali|Z)}

)
.

Then for all A of size at most s the following holds:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Pr
[
A
(
Z, {lock (Vali, Uκ)}βi=1 , Uκ

)
= 1
]

−Pr
[
A
(
Z, {lock (Vali, Uκ)}βi=1 , U

′
κ

)
= 1
]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2−ν+log s(s+1). (2)

6.1.1 Bug and fix of proof of [CFP+21, Theorem 1]

As mentioned above, Definition 3 is an inherently asymptotic definition. This is due to a different simulator being
used for each desired inverse polynomial quality. Throughout this paper, we ignore the difference between an
adversary with the real obfuscation and the simulator with an oracle. We measure security by the quantity
ν.

Canetti et al. [CFP+21, Theorem 1] bound adversary success when given an oracle to the digital locker function-
ality. Specifically, they show that when Vali are all chosen from the same distribution specified by Zi respectively,
it suffices for H̃∞(Vali|Zi) = ω(log n). While their theorem statement is correct, their proof has a bug and does
not account for variation is the min-entropy of Vali|Zi. Their proof assumes that each of these distributions has
the same entropy as the average min-entropy. In particular, [CFP+21, Lemma 2] is incorrect as stated. How-
ever, [CFP+21, Theorem 1] is correct as one can bound the entropy drop by a fraction of ν with overwhelming
probability (Lemma 2 in the upcoming proof). However, it does impact the actual hardness of guessing a value
Vali|Zi. This is why we measure our security by the minimum of entropies in contrast to Simhadri et al. [SSF19] who
consider the average min-entropy of Vali|Zi. We produce a corrected proof of the main lemma here for completeness.
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Lemma 1. Let Val1, ...,Valβ , Z be correlated random variables and let Uκ, U
′
κ be uniformly random values. For

some outcome z let ν := (min1≤i≤β{H∞(Vali|Z = z)}). Then for any S given at most q queries it is true that∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Pr
[
S{Ivali,Uκ (·)}

β
i=1

(
z, {|vali|}βi=1 , κ, Uκ

)
= 1
]

−Pr
[
S{Ivali,Uκ (·)}

β
i=1

(
z, {|vali|}βi=1 , κ, U

′
κ

)
= 1
]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 2−ν+log q(q+1).

(3)

In addition, let νavg =
(

min1≤i≤β{H̃∞(Vali|Z)}
)

then∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Pr
[
S{Ivali,Uκ (·)}

β
i=1

(
Z, {|vali|}βi=1 , κ, Uκ

)
= 1
]

−Pr
[
S{Ivali,Uκ (·)}

β
i=1

(
Z, {|vali|}βi=1 , κ, U

′
κ

)
= 1
]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 2−
νavg

2 +log (q(q+1)+1).

(4)

Proof of Lemma 1. We restate a Lemma on the amount average min-entropy decreases across choices of b [DORS08,
Lemma 2.2b]:

Lemma 2. Let A,B be random variables. For any δ > 0,

Pr
b

[H∞(A|B = b) ≥ H̃∞(A|B)− log(1/δ)] ≥ 1− δ,

Pr
b

[
H∞(A|B = b) ≥ 1

2
H̃∞(A|B)

]
≥ 1− 2−

1
2 H̃∞(A|B).

Equation 4 follows from Equation 3 by Application of Lemma 2 with δ = 2−νavg/2. We focus on Equation 3.
The proof simply corrects a bug in [CFP+21, Lemma 2]. A proof is reproduced below for completeness.

Fix any u, u′ ∈ {0, 1}κ (the lemma will follow by averaging over all u). The only information about whether
the values u, u′ can obtained by S through the query responses. First, modify S slightly to quit immediately
if it gets a response not equal to ⊥. Such S is equally successful at distinguishing between u, u′. There are
q + 1 possible values for the view of S on a given input (q of those views consist of some number of ⊥ responses
followed by the first non-⊥ response, and one view has all q responses equal to ⊥). By [DORS08, Lemma 2.2b],
H̃∞(Vali|V iew(S), Z = z) ≥ H̃∞(Valj |Z = z)− log(q+ 1) ≥ ν− log(q+ 1). Therefore, at each query, the probability
that S gets a non-⊥ answer (equivalently, guesses some Vali) is at most (q + 1)2−ν across q queries of S, the
probability is at most q(q + 1)/2ν .

7 ζ-Subset Selection

We now turn to our second technical contribution of ζ-sampling. Our goal is to select subsets for a sample-then-lock
better than the uniform subset selection. In this section, we propose an algorithm that uses auxiliary information
(the confidence information from the feature extractor) to select better subsets.

The heart of ζ-sampling is to use psame,i to select subsets that are least likely to introduce an error (between two
readings of the same iris). To ensure that bits are not selected that are stable across all readings, we weight selection
by the binary entropy of pdiff,i to increase the entropy of the included bits. Both of versions of the algorithms use
a sampling characteristic parameter ζ and are shown in Figure 5.

An increase in ζ causes a sharper curve on the probability that a bit is selected based on its psame,i. The idea
is that low values of ζ pick close to uniformly from the indices (zero being a uniform selection) and at high values
better indices are selected with much higher probability. For both algorithms we also ensure that no subset has
duplicate indices, but we do not enforce that no two subsets are the same. We: 1) analyze the number of steps
required for ζ-sampling to reach a target correctness, 2) show that ζ-sampling has a positive partial derivative with
respect to ζ = 0 (which is uniform selection), and 3) give a mechanism for estimating the optimal ζ for a given
psame. Our analysis focuses on the setting when 1entropy = 0 but we give intuition for the objective of ζ-sampling
when 1entropy = 1.
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ζ − Sample(psame, pdiff, 1entropy):

1. For i = 1 to β:

(a) For j = 1 to n:
If 1entropy == 0: Set wj = (1− psame,j)ζ .

Else, set wj = (1− psame,j)
ζ

h2(pdiff,j) .

(b) Let D denote the probability distribution on {1, . . . , n} proportional wi/
∑n
j=1 wj .

(c) Independently draw k items, q1, . . . , qk, from D. While q1, ..., qk are not distinct, repeat.

(d) Output ~qi = q1, ..., qk.

2. Set ~q1, ..., ~qβ .

Figure 5: ζ-Sampling.

7.1 The Abstract Problem Description

To provide a theoretical justification and analysis of the proposed family of subset selection algorithms above, we
formulate an idealized version of the problem that posits a family of independent “features,” each of which can
be correctly predicted with known probability pi := 1 − psame,i. We then analyze the success probability of the

algorithm that selects features with probability proportional to pζi , and succeeds when the features so selected are
distinct and, furthermore, can be simultaneously predicted. Throughout our formal analysis we assume that all
features are independent, which is usually not true in practice. Our actual implementation of the ζ-norm algorithms
in Sec. 4.2 additionally weights selection by pdiff,i. This heuristic algorithm is the one we use in experiments in
Section 8.

The abstract problem is described by a sequence p = (p1, . . . , pn), with each pi in the range [1/2, 1], and an
integer k. In the context of p and k, we are interested in designing algorithms A:

1. Let X1, . . . , Xm to be a family of independent random variables, each taking values in the set {0, 1}, with the
property that Pr[Xi = 1] = pi.

2. The algorithm A (with knowledge of p and k but without knowledge of the Xi), selects a subset of {1, . . . , n}
of size exactly k. If Xi = 1 for each i ∈ Q, the game ends. Otherwise, this step is repeated.

A’s goal is to adopt a strategy that ends the game as quickly as possible (that is, after the minimum number of
queries) and measure the success of a strategy using tail bounds of the form

Pr[A requires more than T steps to win] ≤ εT . (5)

We note that a deterministic strategy for A is completely described by a sequence Q1, Q2, . . . of queries. In our case,
we will be studying randomized strategies for this game, which place a probability distribution on such sequences
of queries; in this case, the probability space over which this probability is taken is given by both the Xi and the
selection of the random strategy. We say that a strategy is (T, εT )-bounded if is meets the criteria (5) above.

7.1.1 The ζ-norm sampling algorithms

We propose and analyze an algorithm that we call ζ-norm sampling and write Aζ . In the context of p = (p1, . . . , pn)
and k, each query follows the same randomized mechanism:

• Let D denote the probability distribution on {1, . . . , n} that is proportional to the ζ-norm of p, which is to

say that D(i) = pζi /(
∑
i p
ζ
i ).

• Independently draw k items, q1, . . . , qk, from the distribution D.

• If k distinct items were not drawn, abandon the query and restart. Otherwise, issue the queryQ = {q1, . . . , qk}.
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Theorem 1. Aζ is (8/E(M)k, 9k2Γ)-bounded, meaning

Pr[Aζ takes more than 8/E(M)k steps to win] ≤ 9k2Γ

where
Γ =

∑
i

p2ζ+1
i /(

∑
i

pζ+1
i )2 .

The general idea of the proof is to measure the probabilities of sampling indices that match and then to measure
the probability that those matching indices are not unique. Using tail bounds we then can bound the probability
that we end up with a selection that wins the simplified game.

Proof. We proceed here by treating ζ as a free parameter and discuss the choice of ζ afterwards. As the ζ-norm
sampling algorithm Aζ is randomized, the behavior of the algorithm depends on both the particular values taken
by the random variables Xi and the randomly sampled points. Our analysis treats these two sources of randomness
separately.

We call an index whose corresponding Xi is equal to 1 “good” and other indices “bad.” We then focus on two
quantities of interest, determined by the random variables Xi. For a fixed set of values x1, . . . , xn taken by the
random variables Xi, consider a single selection q of Aζ (according to D); then we define

M(x1, . . . , xn) = Pr[q is good | ∀i,Xi = xi] =

∑
i xip

ζ
i∑

i p
ζ
i

.

This reflects the probability that an individual item chosen by Aζ is good. Along these same lines, consider a pair
of queries q, q′ generated by Aζ (with each drawn independently from D) and define

C(x1, . . . , xn) = Pr[q, q′ are good and q = q′ | ∀i,Xi = xi]

=

∑
i xip

2ζ
i

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2
.

This reflects the probability that a good item drawn by two particular samples is the same. Continuing to work with
a particular setting of the variables Xi (to xi), we can calculate the probability that a particular query generated
by Aζ is not abandoned and, furthermore, wins the game, which is to say that the query consists of k distinct, good
items:

S(x1, . . . , xn) = Pr[k distinct, good items are selected by Aζ ]

= Pr[all selected items are good]

− Pr[selected items are good, repeat]

≥M(x1, . . . , xn)k −
(
k

2

)
· C(x1, . . . , xn) ·M(x1, . . . , xn)k−2

≥M(x1, . . . , xn)k − k2 · C(x1, . . . , xn) ·M(x1, . . . , xn)k−2 .

(6)

Finally, since draws of Aζ are independent, observe that for this particular assignment of the Xi the running time
of Aζ is no more than 1/S(x1, . . . , xn), where S is the quantitfy in 6. With this observation, the remainder of
the argument will focus on the values taken by M and C under selection of the Xi. In particular, we may treat
M(X1, . . . , Xn) and C(X1, . . . , Xn) as random variables (determined entirely by the Xi) which, for brevity, we
simply write as M and C. These determine a bound on S = S(X1, . . . , Xn), as above, which is treated similarly.

Our strategy shall be to evaluate the expected values of M and C and establish tail bounds on these random
variables that show that they are unlikely to deviate from their expectations in ways that degrade the inequality 6.
We conclude that with high probability in the random variables Xi, the resulting quantity 6 provides a satisfactory
bound on the running time of the algorithm Aζ .
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We will first apply Chebyshev’s inequality to control the difference between M and its expected value E(M).
Throughout, we let E(Z) and Var(Z) denote the expectation and variance of the random variable Z.

We immediately compute: E(Xi) = pi, Var(Xi) = pi(1− pi), and

E(M) =

∑
i p
ζ
i E(Xi)∑
i p
ζ
i

=

∑
i p
ζ+1
i∑
i p
ζ
i

.

As the Xi are independent, we can compute Var(M) as follows.

Var(M) =
Var(

∑
iXip

ζ
i )

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2
=

∑
i p

2ζ
i Var(Xi)

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2

=

∑
i p

2ζ+1
i (1− pi)

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2
≤
∑
i p

2ζ+1
i

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2
.

According to Chebyshev’s inequality, we have

Pr

[
M ≤

(
1− 1

k

)
E(M)

]
≤ Var(M)

( 1
k E(M))2

≤

k2
∑
i p

2ζ+1
i

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2(∑
i p
ζ+1
i∑
i p
ζ
i

)2 = k2
∑
i p

2ζ+1
i

(
∑
i p
ζ+1
i )2

.

(7)

We now turn our attention to C. We compute

E(C) =

∑
i p

2ζ
i E(Xi)

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2
=

∑
i p

2ζ+1
i

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2
,

and, therefore, by Markov’s inequality

Pr

[
C ≥ E(M)2

8k2

]
≤ E(C)

E(M)2

8k2

≤

8k2
∑
i p

2ζ+1
i

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2(∑
i p
ζ+1
i∑
i p
ζ
i

)2 = 8k2
∑
i p

2ζ+1
i

(
∑
i p
ζ+1
i )2

.

(8)

Noting the similarity between the right-hand sides of 7 and 8, we define

Γ =
∑
i

p2ζ+1
i /(

∑
i

pζ+1
i )2 .

The two inequalities (7) and (8) can then be written as

• Pr[M ≤ (1− 1
k )E(M)] ≤ k2Γ.

• Pr[C ≥ E(M)2

8k2 ] ≤ 8k2Γ.

Combining these, we note

Pr

[
M > (1− 1

k
)E(M) ∩ C <

E(M)2

8k2

]
= 1− Pr

[
M ≤ (1− 1

k
)E(M) ∪ C ≥ E(M)2

8k2

]
≥ 1− (k2Γ + 8k2Γ) = 1− 9k2Γ.

(9)
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Under the assumption that M > (1− 1/k)E(M) and C < E(M)2/8k2, we can bound the probability in (6) as
follows:

Pr[k distinct, good items are selected]] ≥= Mk−2(M2 − k2C)

>

(
1− 1

k

)k−2
E(M)k−2

((
1− 1

k

)2

E(M)2 − E(M)2

8

)

=

(
1− 1

k

)k
E(M)k −

(
1− 1

k

)k−2 E(M)k

8

≥
(
1− 1

k

)k
2

E(M)k ≥ E(M)k

8
.

(10)

In the above expression, since k ≥ 2, the third inequality holds because (1 − 1/k)2 E(M)2 ≥ E(M)2/4 >
E(M)2/8, and the second to last inequality holds because 1/(1 − 1/k)2 · 1/8 ≤ 1/2. The last one holds because
(1− 1/k)k ∈ [1/4, 1/e).

Thus, when M > (1− 1/k)E(M) and C < E(M)2/8k2, the number of expected queries by Aζ is no more than
8/E(M)k. In conclusion, the probability that the expected number of queries that Aζ takes is more than 8/E(M)k

is no more than 9k2Γ.

7.1.2 Analyzing Entropy weighted ζ-sampling

The algorithm in Figure 5 with 1entropy = 0 will naturally tend to sample subsets Q = {q1, . . . , qk} of variables for
which the expectations pqi are large. However, in our setting we wish to ensure that the resulting sampled subsets
also have entropy. As an extreme example, if one had not excluded the constant features, they would always be
included in the sample. We consider a heuristic sampling algorithm that maximizes prediction appropriately scaled
by (Shannon) entropy.

In more detail, for a sequence of variables Xq1 , . . . , Xqk , the logarithm of the probability of correctly predicting
this (independent) sequence is

log
∏
i

pqi =
∑
i

log pqi ;

the Shannon entropy of this collection is
∑
iH(Xqi).

Recalling that our goal is to achieve a target entropy total e while maximizing the probability of prediction, this
calls for selecting bits that maximize the ratio

log pqi
h2(pdiff,qi)

.

This is equivalent to maximizing

2
log pqi

h2(pdiff,qi
) = p

1/h2(pdiff,qi )
qi = (1− psame,qi)1/h2(pdiff,qi ),

which can be contrasted with the algorithms of the previous section. In particular, we study the family of algorithms,

parameterized by ζ > 0, that sample as above by assigning weight wi = p
ζ/h2(pdiff,i)
i to each index i ∈ [1, n] and so

sample with the probability: wi/
∑
i wi.

This is the weighting that we use in all experiments.
To summarize, adjusting ζ in this family of algorithms determines the relative weight given to bits with larger

values of p
1/h2(pdiff,i)
i . As our ultimate measure of success is given by the probability that at least one selected

subset has no errors, optimizing choice of ζ must balance two competing phenomena: while increasing ζ will tend
to select individual subsets that are less likely to induce errors, this also concentrates the distribution of selected
bits, increases the likely overlap between pairs of sets selected in this way, and so increases the correlation of failure
among the chosen sets.
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7.2 Simple estimates of the optimal ζ

We note that
∂Γ

∂ζ
=

2

(
∑
i p
ζ+3
i )3

∑
i<j

pζ+1
i pζ+1

j (pζi − p
ζ
j )(ln pi − ln pj) ≥ 0

and
∂ E(M)

∂ζ
=

1

(
∑
i p
ζ
i )

2

∑
i<j

pζi p
ζ
j (p

ζ
i − p

ζ
j )(ln pi − ln pj) ≥ 0 .

Thus Γ and E(M) both grow monotonically with ζ (and 8/Ek(M) and 1 − 9k2Γ both decrease); this provides a
direct trade-off between the guaranteed running time and the probability of the guarantee.

It’s useful to identify some particular values of ζ that provide specific guarantees of interest. For example,
consider the value ζ1/2 defined to be the maximum ζ for which 9k2Γ ≤ 1/2, which is to say that the running time
guarantee should apply with probability at least 1/2 in the choice of the Xi. In light of the monotonicity comments
above, this choice of ζ optimizes the running time bound 8/E(M)k under this constraint.

One difficulty with articulating such bounds is that the quantity Γ is somewhat difficult to directly interpret
and optimize. To provide a collection of bounds that are easier to interpret, we note that

Γ =

∑
i p

2ζ+1
i

(
∑
i p
ζ+1
i )2

≤
maxi p

ζ
i ·
∑
i p
ζ+1
i

(
∑
i p
ζ+1
i )2

=
maxi p

ζ
i

(
∑
i p
ζ+1
i )

.

This leads to a simpler definition of an attractive choice of ζ: Specifically, define ζ∗1/2 to be the maximum value of
ζ for which

Γ ≤ maxi p
ζ
i

(
∑
i p
ζ+1
i )

≤ 1

18k2
.

Then the probability that the expected number of queries that ζ-Algorithm takes is no more than 8/Ek(M) is no
less than 1/2.

8 Evaluation

The primary goal of our experimental setup is to evaluate the TAR versus entropy tradeoff of a full system using
irises processed by the FiveEyes feature extractor (Section 5), and placed into a sample-then-lock fuzzy extractor
with subsets sampled using ζ-sampling (Section 6). We now use DSet to denote the test dataset described in
Section 4.1. We explore three main questions.

1. The impact of the new loss functions on the entropy vs. TAR tradeoff. This compares the five-eye feature
extractor with the feature extractor using angular margin.

2. The impact of ζ-sampling and subset size k on the entropy vs. TAR tradeoff. For efficiency reasons these tests
consider a small number of subsets so the minimum of entropies is inaccurate.

3. For the most promising parameters, we report on a detailed investigation into the minimum of entropies across
all subsets that would be used in practice. We publish the analyzed subsets as part of this work. These subsets
(along with the trained CNN) are the output of Setup [ADF24].

8.1 Parameter Finding

This subsection provides an overview of our three main tests: 1) comparing the angular margin and FiveEyes

feature extractors (the other two feature extractors exhibited insufficient entropy of 56 and 66 for security before
sampling), 2) comparing TAR and entropy across ζ and subset sizes k, and 3) for the most promising combinations
of ζ, k a detailed analysis of the full set of subsets.
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k 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

Angular
TAR .18 .11 .06 .04 .02 .01 .01 .01
Ent. 39 40 42 45 47 49 50 52

FiveEyes
TAR .32 .22 .15 .10 .06 .04 .03 .02
Ent. 40 45 44 48 50 55 56 60

Table 2: Comparison of the angular margin and FiveEyes feature extractors. β = 105 subsets with uniform
sampling.

Best ζ-sampling Best uniform
Ent Level TAR k ζ TAR k

≥ 30 .90 60 20 .42 60
≥ 35 .90 60 20 .42 60
≥ 40 .62 75 20 .42 60
≥ 45 .51 80 20 .30 65
≥ 50 .31 85 15 .22 70
≥ 55 .17 95 15 .10 80
≥ 60 .10 95 10 .04 90
≥ 65 .04 100 5 .02 100

Table 3: Best TAR for each entropy levels.

8.1.1 Comparing Angular Margin and FiveEyes

Our first test is to confirm the hypothesis that FiveEyes produces a superior TAR vs. entropy tradeoff than angular
margin. For this test, we take a small number of subsets β = 105 for k ∈ {60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95}. We then
compute TAR for this family of 105 subsets. Then 10 subsets are picked to assess entropy. The minimum of the
entropies is reported. Results are shown in Table 2. Across parameters FiveEyes outperforms angular margin with
respect to both TAR and entropy. Based on these findings the rest of this section restricts to considering FiveEyes.

8.1.2 Estimating TAR vs. entropy Tradeoff across ζ, k

We now restrict to finding parameters of interest for the FiveEyes feature extractor. For this analysis we set
the number of subsets to β = 250K. We perform the TAR vs. entropy test for the following settings k ∈
{65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 100}, ζ ∈ {0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40}. For k = 60 we used ζ ∈ {0, 0.5, 0.9, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30}
to understand high TAR behavior. For each selected parameter, 10 subsets are picked for entropy analysis. We
output the minimum of the 10 values entropies. Results are shown in Figure 6a.

An increase in k yields a decrease in TAR and an increase in TAR for a fixed ζ. Surprisingly, the relationship
appears to be almost linear between TAR and entropy. However, for different ζ the slope and intercept of this line
appears to be different. Figure 6b shows the same scatter plot restricted to ζ = 15 or uniform sampling. Uniform
sampling appears to have a lower “intercept” but a more modest slope as one increases k.

For a fixed subset size k, the relationship between TAR and entropy as one adjusts ζ is not monotone. There
is often an optimum ζ that increases both TAR and entropy (positive slope) before one has to sacrifice TAR to
achieve higher entropy (negative slope) see Figure 6c.

For a fixed entropy level, the best setting of ζ for a required TAR is always nonzero. For different entropy levels,
we report on the parameters that yield the best TAR in Table 3. For a fixed TAR level the best setting of ζ with
respect to entropy is always nonzero (Table 4). For a fixed entropy level, ζ sampling nearly doubles the TAR. When
uniform sampling can achieve a TAR level, ζ-sampling usually yields 5 bits more entropy.

At larger values of k, one naturally must use a smaller ζ as one has to include more distinct indices. This is
necessary to get a subset of size k and for the various subsets to have small enough overlap for them to contribute
some probability of unlocking.

We considered the following baseline parameter regimes and perform deep dives on the mid and high-security
settings:
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(a) All parameters across k, ζ. (b) Restriction to ζ = 15 across subset sizes. For fixed
ζ as k increases TAR quickly decays with an increase
in entropy.

(c) Variation of ζ for fixed subset size. We typically
observe an initial increase in both TAR and entropy
followed by a decrease in TAR to further increase
entropy.

Figure 6: Scatter plot between entropy (across 10 runs) and TAR for different values of ζ and k.

• Low-security ζ = 20, k = 60 yielding a TAR of 90% and a minimum entropy of 35.

• Mid-security ζ = 20, k = 80 with a TAR of 51% and a minimum entropy of 48.

• High-security ζ = 10, k = 95 with a TAR of 10% and a minimum entropy of 61.

8.2 Detailed analysis of TAR vs. entropy

Our estimated security level is the minimum of all chosen subsets. This means that our security estimate (and the
adversary’s job) is impacted by outliers. However, by selecting subsets at Setup time, one can exclude subsets with
a low entropy assessment. To illustrate this for the high security regimes of ζ = 10, k = 95 we sampled 500, 000
subsets. A histogram of the min-entropy of this subsets is shown in Figure 7 and statistics are shown in Table 5.
Note that the minimum of entropies, our security figure of merit, is 12 bits lower than the average min-entropy
across subsets which was incorrectly used as a figure of merit in Simhadri et al. [SSF19]. We also note that when
one computes the average min-entropy or minimum of min-entropies using only 10 subsets one overestimates these
values. This underscores the importance of performing the entropy test on all subsets.
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Best ζ-sampling Best uniform
TAR Level Ent k ζ Ent k

≥ .1 61 95 10 53 75
≥ .2 54 90 15 52 70
≥ .3 53 85 15 48 65
≥ .4 48 80 20 43 60
≥ .5 48 80 20 ⊥ ⊥
≥ .6 45 75 20 ⊥ ⊥
≥ .7 39 60 10 ⊥ ⊥
≥ .8 37 60 15 ⊥ ⊥
≥ .9 35 60 20 ⊥ ⊥

Table 4: Best entropy for each TAR level.

Entropy Statistic Value
Minimum 52
20% 65
25% 66
Median 67
75% 69
Maximum 78
Average 67

H̃∞ 64

H̃∞ first 10 subsets 66

Table 5: Various entropy measurements across 500K subsets for high entropy regimes. Simhadri et al. consider
average min-entropy of first 10 subsets while we consider the minimum of entropies for included subsets, excluding
those with low entropy. For this subset selection, the gap between these measures is 14.

Recovering Average-Case Behavior As described above, there are a small number of subsets with low min-
entropy where an attacker can focus their attention. By sampling β > 250K subsets we may be able to exclude
subsets that have low min-entropy. A natural concern about excluding low min-entropy subsets is that they are
responsible for a disproportionate amount of TAR. That is, that the entropy of subset is inversely proportional to
its contribution to TAR. We study this question next and show that one can cut off the tail of the entropy curve
without eliminating most of the TAR.

For the mid-security regime, denoted as Mid, we sample and store 250K subsets. For the high-security regime,
denoted as High, we sample and store 500K subsets. For both parameter sets, we compute the individual entropy
of each sampled subset using EntTest. Our hypothesis is that if low-entropy subsets are rare one can exclude them
from the output of Setup. To understand the impact of excluding low min-entropy subsets, Table 6 shows a TAR
test performed with different portions of the Mid and High subsets. We consider two sampling regimes, the highest
entropy subsets and the lowest entropy subsets. Rows in bold in Table 6 are our final recommended parameters.
These are the 200K subsets of the Mid security setting yielding 50 bits of security at a 45% TAR. The 400K highest
entropy subsets for the High security regime yielding 65 bits of security at a 12% TAR. These subsets are included
in our configuration [ADF24].

Discussion There is a correlation between the TAR contributed by a subset and whether it is high entropy or
low entropy (“all” refers to sampling all sets in the table). However, this effect is smaller than the effect of the
number of subsets, showing that for ζ-sampling with ζ ≥ 10 TAR is a sublinear function in the number of subsets.
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Figure 7: Histogram of entropy for subsets for high security settings with ζ = 10 and β = 500, 000.

9 Discussion and Conclusion

This work presents FiveEyes, an iris key derivation system that yields 50 bits of security at a 45% TAR or 65 bits
of security at a 12% TAR. If one incorporates a password with an estimated entropy of 22 bits [KSK+11, Bon12,
WZW+16], this would yield mid and high-security estimates of 72 and 87 bits respectively. The sample-then-lock
construction naturally supports prepending of a password. Our scheme drastically improves on the security and
efficiency of prior work for iris key derivation. In particular, for our mid-security regime we observe a five-fold
reduction in storage cost and a 18 bit improvement in security using a more stringent security measure. Our two
technical contributions of a new feature extractor and new subset selection algorithm work together. Each improves
security over prior work by roughly 10 bits.

More work is needed to increase both security and TAR. Iris averaging techniques are discussed in the Intro-
duction. Another option is the use of local confidence [HRvD+16, DFR21], where one estimates the psame,i for the
current iris based on the current reading. This approach cannot be used with sample-then-lock as one has globally
determined what subsets to use. Prior work using local confidence [HRvD+16, DFR21] allows one to test every
subset. The spread in entropy among subsets shows this will likely improve the adversary’s task substantively.
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Params Subsets min H∞ TAR TAR/#Subsets
Mid 250k all 37 .51 2.0 ∗ 10−6

k = 80
200k lowest 37 .49 2.5 ∗ 10−6

150k lowest 37 .48 3.2 ∗ 10−6

ζ = 20
200k highest 50 .45 2.3 ∗ 10−6

150k highest 52 .40 2.7 ∗ 10−6

High 500k all 52 .14 2.7 ∗ 10−7

k = 95
400k lowest 52 .13 3.2 ∗ 10−7

250k lowest 52 .11 4.4 ∗ 10−7

ζ = 10
400k highest 65 .12 2.9 ∗ 10−7

250k highest 67 .09 3.4 ∗ 10−7

Table 6: Comparison of entropy versus TAR for subsets for mid and high security parameters. TAR is computed
across chosen subsets. For subsets of size 80, 200k subsets with the largest entropy represent our medium security
parameters. For subsets of size 95, 400k subsets with the largest entropy represent our high-security parameters.
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